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ABSTRACT

Table. 1. Properties of the method in the previous research and the proposed method

In recent years, robots that support the lives of
people are collectively referred to as life support
robots. This robot is required to perform various tasks to support the human. Especially, objects recognition task is important when people request the robots to transport and rearrange objects.
We had proposed a method focusing on SHOT,
which is widely known in feature description of
3-dimensional objects. Because of SHOT being
expressed only in the local area, we focused on
the relationship between feature points and supplemented the weak point in SHOT feature matching.
However, in the previous study, we used SHOT for
feature description of shape information, so there
was a weak point that it is not robust to the change
of the texture of the target object. Therefore we
propose a robust method for texture change by using Color-SHOT for feature description.

in domestic environment as follows.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there is concern about labor
shortage due to the declining birthrate and aging population. Under such circumstances, it
can be assumed that the number of elderly people living alone will increase. Therefore, a
life support robot[1][2][3] that will help the elderly’s life even a little will become indispensable. This robot requires tasks to help elderly
people in various ways. In such circumstances,
I focused mainly on skills to recognize objects.
Especially, objects recognition task is important when people request the robots to transport and rearrange objects. We consider that
there are five necessary properties to recognize

1.
2.
3.
4.

Robustness against occlusion
Pose estimation with high accuracy
Coping with erroneous correspondences
Recognizing objects in a noisy environment
5. Recognizing objects which have same
shape but have different texture
Firstly, the robots need the robust recognition
for occlusion. Since it is common for objects to
be hidden by other objects in everyday life, Robustness to occlusion is necessary. Secondly,
the robots need to estimate a pose of a target
object with high accuracy to manipulate a target object. Thirdly, the robots need to cope
with erroneous correspondence to accurately
recognize objects which have the same feature
in a local region but which are not same.

Figure. 1. An example of objects which have same
shape but which have different texture
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For example, a cube and a rectangular they
both have same feature points in their vertex, however aspect ratio is totally different.
Fourthly, a target object contains some noises
with high probability when recognizing from
cameras and sensors, so the robots need the robust recognition for noise. Finally, the robots
need to accurately recognize objects which
have same shape but which have different texture.
As a conventional object recognition method
using 3-dimensional information, we proposed model-based recognition method ”3dimensional object recognition method using
SHOT and relationship of distances and angle between feature points”[4]. The method
in the previous research used SHOT descriptor as feature description [5]. SHOT descriptor
is expressed by a histogram with 352 dimensions which is described by the relationships
between the reference point and surrounding
points. As above, SHOT enables highly accurate pose estimation, and highly accurate object recognition in noisy environment by high
dimensional feature description.
Furthermore, the method in the previous research used some matched points by SHOT descriptor as feature points. Then the the method
in the previous research generated a list by listing relationships of distances and angles between feature points, and matches lists.The
reason for this is that the SHOT descriptor focuses only on the key points and the surrounding points and describes the feature amount, so
it is a feature amount description of only the
local region. Therefore, mismatching tends to
occur easily. In order to reduce it, we created a
list and matched the elements of the whole object. Thereby, the the method in the previous
research could cope with erroneous correspondences.
However, the method in the previous research erroneously recognized objects which
have same shape but which have different textures. As shown in Fig.1, even if the objects are
completely the same shape, different objects
are erroneously recognized as the same object
by the method of the method in the previous

research. The reason for this is that method
in the previous research used only shape information for feature quantity description. Table.1 shows properties of the method in SHOT,
Color-SHOT, the previous research and proposed method. As we mentioned, the previous research was a method to compensate for
weakness of SHOT. Therefore they do not satisfy all five properties. To satisfy all the properties for recognition, it is necessary to use not
only shape information of an object but also
texture information of an object. In this paper
we propose a method that satisfies five properties using color-SHOT for feature quantity description.

2 PROPOSED METHOD
2.1 Flow of The Proposed Method
In this section, we describe about an overview
of the proposed method based on its processing
flow as shown Fig.2.

Figure. 2. The flow of the proposed method
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2.2 Input Object Data
Firstly, the proposed method inputs target objects as a teaching data and a scene data as
shown Fig.3.
2.3 Color-SHOT Descriptor Extraction
In the proposed method, Color-SHOT[6] is
used for feature description. The Color-SHOT
is a famous as feature description can be described in a very high dimension. Here, we describe how to describe feature quantities. First,
the key points of the feature to be described
are determined. A support sphere is defined
around the key point and the periphery of the
key point is defined as the inside of the support sphere as shown in Fig.4. Next, the inside
of the support sphere is divided into two in the
XY plane, the inside of the sphere is divided

(a) teaching
data

(b) scene data

Figure. 3. Overviews of the input data

into two in the center part, the periphery part is
divided into two parts, and the space is divided
into eight parts in total, divided into 32 parts.
An inner product between the normal of the
keypoint and the normal vector of each divided
space is calculated, and a histogram is generated for each of the 32 divided spaces, and the
elements of the histogram are feature amounts.
In other words, 32 histograms are generated for
each key point, and a specified number of bins
are generated in the histogram. This is done for
all point groups in the shape information, and
the feature amount of the shape information is
described. In addition, the feature amount is
described in the same way for texture information (R, G, B). Convert all point clouds once to
RGB axes, and provide support spheres around
key points. Similarly to the shape information,
a space divided into two in the RG plane, a
sphere in which the inside of the sphere is divided into a center part, into two parts in the
peripheral part, and further divided into eight
parts around the B axis, a total of 32 spaces can
be formed in the support sphere. Similarly, by
calculating the inner product and generating a
histogram, it is possible to describe the feature
quantity on the texture information. it means
that one key point has very high dimensional
shape information and texture information.
2.4 Corresponding Points Extraction
Since the described color shot feature amount
is a very high dimension, it can be said that it
is a very reliable coincidence point when feature quantity matching is performed. However,

Figure. 4. Extracting of Color-SHOT

(a) in the
teaching
data

(b) in the scene data

0

Source of Fig.4 :
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/221127673

Figure. 5. Overviews of matched points
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in order to reduce misunderstanding as much
as possible, it was excluded from the key point
at the point that the difference between the first
node and the second node at the key point is not
more than a certain value. This is to give reliability to the feature quantity at a certain point,
and if feature points having node differences
exceeding a certain value are matched, it can
be said that it is a very reliable key point.
2.5 List Generating
In the list generation process, the corresponding points extracted in section 2.4 are used to
generate a list of distances and angles between
the points. At this time, the proposed method
extracts the combination of three points as
much as possible in the corresponding points.
We explain the procedure of creating a list by
using figures and tables. As an example, suppose there are 8 matched points from a to f
by Color-SHOT matching. We make as many
combinations of three points as possible and
save the distance and angle between the points
as shown in the Fig.5. In this case, a, b, and
c are contained in the elements of the first list.
The length of ab and the length of ac, the angle
Table. 2. The LIST in the model

Figure. 6. Illustration of the rigid registration

of ab and ac are stored in the Table.2 and Table.3. In recognizing the object, the proposed
method is able to be less mismatching of list elements since the lists we generated are including all the corresponding points by matching
Color-SHOT descriptor, furthermore if there
is a point that is mismatched by Color-SHOT
matching, the proposed method is able to exclude that point from matching targets due to
the difference in the three points relationship.
2.6 List Matching
In the list matching process, the proposed
method matches the list of the teaching data
and the list of the scene data. As shown in
Table.2 and Table.3, the lists have distances
and an angle as element. Then, the proposed
method matches between list number 1 of the
teaching data and all the lists of the scene data.
Furthermore, in the proposed method, the list
with the smallest difference of between the
sum of distance between point a and point b,
distance between point a and point c, and the
angle between ab and ac, which is less than the
threshold is subjected to matching.

Table. 3. The LIST in the scene

2.7 Rigid Registration
To recognize the target object in the scene
data, the proposed method applies the rigid
registration to the teaching data[7]. Firstly,
the proposed method fits the teaching data to
the matched object in the scene by calculating
the optimum rotation matrix R and the translation vector t from associated corresponding
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(a)
Container

(b) Pack

(c)
Cup
Noodle

Figure. 8. 3-D Objects used for experiment
Figure. 7. The result of the rigid registration

points. Secondly, the proposed method calculates a corresponding rate M between a teaching data and the matched object by using

Score =

N
∑

f (min{dist(ij) |1 ≤ j ≤ L})

f (x) =

1 (x ≤ thc )
0 (x > thc )

3.1 Object recognition in occlusion scene
In this experiment, we compared the proposed
method with the previous research to evaluate
about three properties as follows.

i=1

{

4. Recognizing objects in a noisy environment
5. Recognizing objects which have same
shape but have different texture

(1)

disti j = ||pi − qi ||
score
M=
× 100
(2)
L
Where, N is the number of points of the teaching data. L is the number of points of the object in the scene. pi is matched point of the fitted teaching data. qi is matched point of the
matched object in the scene. The proposed
method counts a number of pi which are within
a threshold thc which is 1 [mm] of qi by the
Equ.(1) as a score. And then, the proposed
method calculates the corresponding rate M
based on the score by Equ.(2). Finally, the
proposed method calculates the corresponding
rate.
3 EXPERIMENT
In this section, to evaluate effectiveness of the
proposed method, we compare the proposed
method with the method in the previous research about five properties mentioned in section 1 as follows
1. Robustness against occlusion
2. Pose estimation with high accuracy
3. Coping with erroneous correspondences

1. Robustness against occlusion
2. Pose estimation with high accuracy
3. Coping with erroneous correspondences
We use the actual object as recognition target
which is usually in domestic environment and
obtained the 3-dimensional data with Kinect[8]
as shown in Fig.8.
To generate occlusion scenes, we delete the 3dimensional object data from 3-directions (top,
bottom and right side) by 10% each of point
number of each 3-dimensional object data as
shown Fig.9.
To evaluate a pose estimation accuracy of a
target object, we use the corresponding rate M
between the target object fitted by using the optimum rotate matrix R and the translation vector t mentioned in the rigid registration process
(section 2.7). To calculate the corresponding
rate M as a pose estimation accuracy, we use
the Equ.(1) and (2) with thc which is 1 [mm].
In case that, the corresponding rate is high, that
means a method estimates the pose of a target
object with high accuracy. On the contrary, in
case that, the corresponding rate is zero, which
means a method mismatches the target object.
The reported processing time is obtained using
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 3.1GHz with 8.0 GB of
main memory.
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(a) Occlusion

(b) Occlusion

(c) Occlusion

from
top
side(10%)

from
top
side(40%)

from
top
side(70%)

(d) Occlusion

(e) Occlusion

(f) Occlusion

from bottom
side(10%)

from bottom
side(40%)

from bottom
side(70%)

(g) Occlusion

(h) Occlusion

(i) Occlusion

from
right
side(10%)

from
right
side(40%)

from
right
side(70%)

get object with high accuracy because the proposed method uses is not only the corresponding points but also relationships between corresponding points. Furthermore since it is recognized with high accuracy, it is able to cover
even when there is mis-matching, so we see
that the proposed method is able to cope with
erroneous correspondences.

(a) Corresponding rate of the container occluded from
the top side

(b) Corresponding rate of the object occluded from
the bottom side

Figure. 9. The examples of occlusion scene of the noodle

Fig.10 shows the results of occlusion scenes
for the object in Fig.8. As shown Fig.10,
the proposed method is able to recognize objects nearly equal to the method in the previous research in occlusion scene. From this result, we consider that the proposed method has
the robustness against occlusions because the
proposed method is able to match the feature
points of the target object and the feature points
of unoccluded scene data by using the ColorSHOT. In addition, we consider that the proposed method is able to estimate a pose of a tar-

(c) Corresponding rate of the container occluded from
the left side
Figure. 10. The result of the container occluded from 3
directions
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(a) Corresponding rate of the pack occluded from the
top side

(a) Corresponding rate of the noodle occluded from
the top side

(b) Corresponding rate of the pack occluded from the
bottom side

(b) Corresponding rate of the noodle occluded from
the bottom side

(c) Corresponding rate of the pack occluded from the
right side

(c) Corresponding rate of the noodle occluded from
the right side

Figure. 11. The result of the pack occluded from 3 directions

Figure. 12. The result of the noodle occluded from 3
directions

3.2 Recognizing objects in a noisy environment

4. Recognizing objects in a noisy environment

In this experiment, we compared the proposed
method with the method in the previous research to evaluate about three properties as follows.

We prepared the same objects in the first experiment as shown Fig.8. To generate noisy
scenes, we added some Gaussian noise on the
scenes. Fig.13 shows the changing of the scene
data when we added noises. To evaluate a pose
estimation accuracy of a target object, we use
the corresponding rate M same as section 3.1.

2. Pose estimation with high accuracy
3. Coping with erroneous correspondences
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(a)
σ=1.0
10−3

×

(b)
σ=3.0
10−3

×

(c)
σ=5.0
10−3

×

Figure. 14. The result of the pose estimation in a noisy
environment

Figure. 13. The changing of the scene data when we
added noises

Fig.14 shows results about accuracy of the proposed method and the method in the previous
research. As shown in the result, we consider
that the accuracy of the proposed method are
equal to or more than these of the method in
the previous research. It can be seen from the
Fig.14 that when the noise value exceeds a certain value, the proposed method can not recognize at all. When the value of ”σ” exceeds
1.0 × 10−3 , it is conceivable that the reason
why the recognition accuracy suddenly lowers is that the point cloud contains too much
noise and matching by Color-SHOT has not
been made. From these results, we consider
that the proposed method has the robustness
against noises, because the proposed method
uses Color-SHOT to describe feature points,
Color-SHOT is hardly interfered with noises
due to the high dimensionality of Color-SHOT
feature quantities.
3.3 The experiment in recognition of objects which have same shape but have
different texture
In this experiment, we compared the proposed
method with the method in the previous research to evaluate about the property as follows.
5. Recognizing objects which have same
shape but have different texture

Figure. 15. The result of the noodle of the pose estimation in a noisy environment

Figure. 16. The result of the pack of the pose estimation
in a noisy environment

We prepare two objects as shown in the Fig.17,
Fig.20 and Fig.23. They are exactly the same
shape, but are objects with different textures.
Fig.18, Fig.21 and Fig.24 show the result of
the previous research, and Fig.19, Fig.22 and
Fig.25 show the result of the proposed method.
In Fig.18, Fig.21 and Fig.24 since the shape information matches perfectly but texture information is not considered, it is found that the
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same object is erroneously recognized. However, since shape information and texture information are taken into consideration in Fig.19,
Fig.22 and Fig.25, we see that different objects are correctly recognized. In particular,
we believe that the fact that the texture information is similar in Fig.25 can be recognized
correctly and that the significance of the proposed method can be found.
4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the 3-dimensional
object recognition method which has five properties as follows using Color-SHOT and relationships of distances and angles in feature
points for the human support robot.
Robustness against occlusion
Pose estimation with high accuracy
Coping with erroneous correspondences
Recognizing objects in a noisy environment
5. Recognizing objects which have same
shape but have different texture

Figure. 18. The result of the previous research

1.
2.
3.
4.

Figure. 19. The result of the proposed method

In experiments about five properties, we saw
the proposed method is more effective than the
method in the previous research. Summarizing
the above, the proposed method extracts the
matching points using Color-SHOT, focuses
on the relationship between the corresponding
points, and finally uses the list to match. As

(a) Red pack

(b) White pack

Figure. 20. Overviews of objects and 3-dimensional
data of objects in the experiment

(a) blue pack

(b) green pack

Figure. 17. Overviews of objects and 3-dimensional
data of Container in the experiment

a result, it becomes possible to recognize objects that could not be recognized by conventional methods that have been used up to now
with high accuracy. Especially, it is difficult
to recognize an object having exactly the same
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Figure. 21. The result of the previous research
Figure. 24. The result of the previous research

Figure. 22. The result of the proposed method
Figure. 25. The result of the proposed method
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